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Abstract
Chinese, Japanese, and Korean (CJK), with a vast number of
native speakers, have profound influence on society and cul-
ture. The typesetting of CJK languages carries a wide range
of requirements due to the complexity of their scripts and
unique literary traditions. A critical aspect of this typesetting
process is that CJK fonts need to provide a set of consistent-
looking glyphs for approximately one hundred thousand char-
acters. However, creating such a font is inherently labor-
intensive and expensive, which significantly hampers the de-
velopment of new CJK fonts for typesetting, historical, aes-
thetic, or artistic purposes.
To bridge this gap, we are motivated by recent advancements
in diffusion-based generative models and propose a novel dif-
fusion method for generating glyphs in a targeted style from
a single conditioned, standard glyph form. Our experiments
show that our method is capable of generating fonts of both
printed and hand-written styles, the latter of which presents a
greater challenge. Moreover, our approach shows remark-
able zero-shot generalization capabilities for non-CJK but
Chinese-inspired scripts. We also show our method facili-
tates smooth style interpolation and generates bitmap images
suitable for vectorization, which is crucial in the font creation
process. In summary, our proposed method opens the door to
high-quality, generative model-assisted font creation for CJK
characters, for both typesetting and artistic endeavors.

Introduction
The importance of East Asian languages that use Chinese
characters, including Chinese, Japanese and Korean (CJK)
languages, is profound. For example, they are used by more
than 1.56 billion speakers (Ethnologue Authors 2024) which
account for more than 25% of global GDP (IMF 2023).
Also, historically, a wide range of scripts have been heav-
ily influenced by Chinese characters, adding more histor-
ical and culture value. In the modern era, with the pro-
liferation of printing and information technology, writing
scripts need to address the challenges typesetting: for ex-
ample, the requirements on the visual appearance of char-
acters means that a font must provide well-designed and
consistent-looking glyphs across the glyph repertoire.

However, the unique aspect for CJK typesetting is the
sheer number of characters that makes such requirement de-
mande more effort: CJK contains nearly one-hundred thou-
sand unique characters in the latest Unicode 15.1 (Unicode

Figure 1: Our method generates highly stylized and legiti-
mate CJK glyphs, For each character, our method refers to
a standard font’s bitmap (visualized in gray) and generates
a diverse array of glyphs in various printed and calligraphy
form (More details in Figure 8.) Our method is effective for
both common (left) and extremely rare (right) CJK charac-
ters. The zoom-ins showcase examples of printed and cal-
ligraphy form, highlighting the method’s high quality and its
utility for font designers and artists alike.

2023). Furthermore, there is also an emphasis on typefaces
categories with different styles1, as they carry practical,
cultural, and artistical meaning (Huang 2020; Kim 2020a;
2020b). Consequently, the font industry faces a dilemma:
either making one style instance with as wide of coverage as
possible, or making fonts with wider style support but with
limited coverage. Despite these compromises, font creation

1Here “style” is in a general sense rather than its specific mean-
ing in font development as in “style instance”.



remains an laborious and expensive task. Therefore, it re-
mains a critical challenge to efficiently producing fonts that
encompass a diverse range of various, multi-style yet legit-
imate CJK glyphs for the entire set of nearly one hundred
thousand characters.

To address these challenges, we propose a diffusion-
based method (Figure 1) capable of generating characters
in diverse styles conditioned on a single standard reference
glyph. The reference glyph only needs to outline the charac-
ter’s shape, obviating the need for intricate design work. As
a diffusion model, it consists of two processes: a diffusion
process that gradually adds noise to destroy the data, and
a reverse process that generates new samples from scratch
by progressively removing noise. A deep neural network
is trained to estimate the noise, conditioned on the refer-
ence character. Unlike common text-to-image models which
must memorize the shapes of characters and thus suffering
from limited data of rare characters, our method works uni-
formly well for all CJK glyphs, from common to rare ones,
as long as we have an available reference. Furthermore, by
injecting style information in the temporal embedding for
diffusion, our method can not only generate characters in
various styles but also interpolate between these styles.

Experiments show that our method can generating legiti-
mate CJK characters across a broad spectrum of styles. This
includes typefaces for physical and digital typesetting, as
well as artistic calligraphy styles. The later poses a greater
challenge due to more limited data and significant stylistic
deviations from reference glyphs. Moreover, our method
achieves zero-shot generalization to CJK-inspired scripts not
encountered in training (such as the under-resourced Cho
Num and Tangut scripts) and can meaningfully interpolate
between styles. These capabilities enable font designers
to produce fonts on a large scale, even with limited re-
sources. Additionally, our analysis highlights the efficiency
of our method and its potential for vectorization, indicat-
ing its practicality for adoption and adaptation in font design
workflows.

Background and Related Works
Chinese Character in CJK Typesetting
Chinese characters constitute a logographic writing system,
circa 13th century BCE to present, utilized across multi-
ple languages within the Sinosphere, or the East Asian cul-
tural sphere (Marginson 2011). Initially developed for Chi-
nese, it has also been adopted for Japanese, Korean, Viet-
namese, and has significantly influenced lesser-known, his-
torical scripts like the Tangut and Khitan small scripts.

Like for any writing system, both physical (Needham
1974) and digital (Liu 2022) typesetting has a profound im-
pact in East Asian culture. In such typesetting practices,
alongside how characters are arranged, an equally impor-
tant aspect is what characters look like (Chiba and others
2020; Tung and others 2023; Lim and others 2020) which
necessitates glyphs that are legitimate, consistent, and avail-
able for the vast number of characters. This requirement
is deeply rooted in pre-typesetting traditions, particularly
the established script styles for handwriting. As shown in
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Figure 2: Example of hand-written Chinese script styles for
“馬” (horse) (Wikipedia contributors 2024).

  

脈脈廣川流　驅馬歴長洲
脈脈廣川流　驅馬歴長洲
脈脈廣川流　驅馬歷長洲

脈脈廣川流　驅馬歴長洲

脈脈廣川流　驅馬歴長洲

  

脈脈廣川流　驅馬歴長洲
脈脈廣川流　驅馬歴長洲
脈脈廣川流　驅馬歴長洲
脈脈廣川流　驅馬歴長洲
脈脈廣川流　驅馬歴長洲

Figure 3: Example of CJK typefaces (above) and weights
(below). Typefaces: (1) Ming a.k.a. Song, (2) Gothic type-
faces, (3) Regular script, (4) Semi-cursive and (5) cursive
script. Widths: Noto Serif CJK of different width: Extra-
Light, Light, Normal, SemiBold and Black (i.e. Bold.)

Figure 2, there are five major script styles — seal, cleri-
cal, semi-cursive, cursive and regular style — traditionally
used to write Chinese characters, in additional to oracle bone
script, the oldest known form of Chinese characters. These
styles naturally transitioned into typesetting (Lisa Huang
2020) practice which will be elaborated below. In the con-
text of typesetting, the term CJK characters is used to col-
lectively describe the glyphs for Chinese, Japanese, and Ko-
rean languages, all of which incorporate Chinese characters
into their writing systems. Technically, CJK also encom-
passes derivatives of Chinese characters, such as the Kana
scripts (Hiragana and Katakana) used in Japanese, although
these are beyond the scope of this paper.

The importance of glyphs in typesetting is multifaceted,
with style (typefaces) and weight (Stocks 2020a; 2020b)
being two crucial aspects. In Latin typesetting, well-
recognized styles include the serif (“brown fox”) and sans-
serif (“brown fox”), while weight variations are exempli-



fied by bold (“brown fox”) and italics (“brown fox”). CJK
typesetting is not an exception, and even encompasses more
delicacy regarding this matter: it requires a consistent ap-
pearance across a vast number of characters combined with
unique cultural practices. Also, CJK typesetting places a
significant emphasis on typeface categories, which carry
practical, cultural, and artistic significance (Huang 2020;
Kim 2020a; 2020b).

Notably, styles in CJK typesetting, while similar, do not
entirely align with Latin typesetting practices. They are bet-
ter shown by several key styles unique to CJK typography
in Figure 3: (1) Ming/Song, a printed form style that has
evolved from the regular script over centuries, is the most
widely used and is akin the serif style in Latin typography.
(2) Gothic typefaces, printed form styles that convey a sense
of modernity and are akin to sans serif styles in Latin ty-
pography. (3) Regular script, a printed form style that mim-
ics handwritten forms, is primarily used for educational pur-
poses and also serves a role similar to italics in Latin typog-
raphy, although italics per se do not exist in CJK typeset-
ting. (4) Calligraphy form, such as semi-cursive and cur-
sive script, that are rarely used in standard typesetting but
are favored for artistic expression. Regarding font width,
there exists a broad spectrum from light to black (which is
akin to bold in Latin typography). However, adjusting font
weight in CJK characters involves more than merely alter-
ing stroke width: The exact boldness of each stroke must be
carefully tuned to ensure visual consistency across charac-
ters with varying stroke counts, thus requiring more effort.

For the sake of completeness, we also want to emphasize
the regional difference of CJK characters (Whistler 2023).
These regional variations in typesetting are handled by both
font design and encoding. Another point of distinction is the
use of simplified versus traditional characters, which are rep-
resented by different code points. However, these aspects,
while important, fall outside the scope of this paper and and
we leave them for further study.

Computation and Creative Approach to CJK
Glyphs
The advances of generative models have led to image gener-
ation models capable of producing high quality images com-
parable to professional photography and artwork. Notewor-
thy examples of such models that are public-available and
state-of-the-art include Stable Diffusion XL (Podell et al.
2023) and MidJourney v6 (MidJourney Authors 2024). The
former is open-source while the later is offered as a commer-
cial product. Given their powerful capabilities, it is natural
to apply these tools for producing CJK glyphs. However,
generating valid CJK characters turns out to remain a chal-
lenging task even for these advanced models. As illustrated
in Figure 4, these state-of-the-art image generation models
fail to create legitimate CJK characters despite their ability
to produce valid scenes and fine-grain details.

For text-to-image models, semi-supervised training is
important for generating high-fidelity images (Zhou et al.
2023). However, we argue that the fundamental issue with
the inability of state-of-the-art model to produce legitimate
CJK characters lies primarily in the very distribution of char-

Figure 4: Example of generating CJK characters using state-
of-the-art text-to-image models. From left to right: Stable
Diffusion XL (Podell et al. 2023), MidJourney v6 (MidJour-
ney Authors 2024), and zoomed-in views are on the lower
row. While these models are powerful and expressive, the
generated characters are illegitimate to native speakers.

Figure 5: Distribution of CJK characters in Classical Chi-
nese, Modern Chinese and Modern Japanese. Besides
frequent characters, most of the characters are under-
represented in the text data. This plot uses data aggregated
from corpus statistics (Da 2010; NINJAL 2015).

acters. Specifically, the challenges are two fold, involving
both the amount and complexity of CJK characters: Firstly,
regarding number of characters, the latest version of Uni-
code, Unicode 15.1, encodes a total of 97,680 characters.
Secondly, a Figure 5 show, the frequency distribution of
characters, which follows power-law, suggests that only a
small subset of characters appears frequently enough to en-
able effective learning by any model. As a result, a vast
number of CJK characters remains underrepresented, intro-
ducing difficulty for any model dealing with them.

Another line of work in generating CJK characters in-
volves transferring from a standardized glyph. Specifically,
it has been proposed to generate the glyph in the desired
style based on a standard glyph, usually using a reference
font that covers CJK code points comprehensively. This
approach becomes promising since only a small number
of fonts covers a complete set of CJK code points due to
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diffusion process (destroying data)
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Figure 6: The diffusion model consists of two processes: (1) the diffusion process that gradually adds noise to destroy the data,
and (2) the reverse process that gradually removes the noise through a Markov process (sampling from pθ (xt−1|xt) at step
t− 1) for generating new samples. The estimation of the noise is parameterized by a deep learning model.

significant effort required to produce a consistent appear-
ance for all CJK characters. Examples of such reference
fonts that are free to use include Noto CJK (Noto Authors
2020) and Jigmo (Kamichi 2023). The availability of these
comprehensive fonts enables the training of a conditional
generative model on a limited set of paired glyphs, which
can be applied to the entire set of CJK in Unicode. Many
of these models are based on Generative Adversarial Net-
works (GAN) (Zhang, Zhang, and Cai 2018; Tian 2018;
Gao et al. 2019; Yun-Chen Lo 2019; Zhu et al. 2020;
Park et al. 2021; Liu and Lian 2023). Some of them leverage
additional information about components and composition.
While these efforts has seen promising results, they still face
quality issues observable upon closer inspection, likely due
to the inherent challenges of training GANs.

Perhaps the work that is mostly closely related to ours,
in that it uses a Denoising Diffusion Probabilistic Model
(DDPM) (Ho, Jain, and Abbeel 2020) is (Gui et al. 2023),
which introduces Glyph Conditional DDPM (GC-DDPM)
that is built on a UNet architecture (Ronneberger, Fischer,
and Brox 2015) and generates glyphs from a reference
glyph. The key distinction lies in that our method focuses
on both typesetting style and brush-based calligraphy gen-
eration for font designing and artist, aiming at publisher-
level quality suitable for professional font design. In con-
trast, GC-DDPM aims to synthesize data to enhance the
performance of downstream classification on stroke-based
hand-writing recognition tasks through data augmentation.
Nonetheless, the design decisions made in GC-DDPM have
provided valuable insights for our approach.

Diffusion Model
Diffusion models (Sohl-Dickstein et al. 2015; Ho, Jain,
and Abbeel 2020; Nichol and Dhariwal 2021; Song et al.
2020) represent a broad spectrum of deep generative mod-
els that have established the state-of-the-art in a wide range
of challenging tasks. A very limited set of examples from
the large body of diffusion works includes computer vi-
sion (Nichol and Dhariwal 2021; Song et al. 2020), im-
age synthesis (Ruiz et al. 2023; MidJourney Authors 2024;
Podell et al. 2023), natural language processing (Lovelace
et al. 2024; Wu et al. 2024), and signal processing (En-
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Figure 7: The UNet used in our proposed method.

gel et al. 2020; Goel et al. 2022). Given the expansive
growth and wide applications, this emerging field is best
navigated through comprehensive surveys (Yang et al. 2023;
Croitoru et al. 2023). The specifics of how we leverage dif-
fusion models are elaborated upon in the subsequent section.

Method
Our proposed method employs a diffusion model (Sohl-
Dickstein et al. 2015) and we adopt the notation used
DDPM (Ho, Jain, and Abbeel 2020) here. As illustrated
in Figure 6, the diffusion model consists of two pro-
cesses. Denoting data as x0 ∼ q(x0), the diffusion pro-
cess, also known as the forward process, gradually adds
noise to destroy data x0, producing a sequence of pro-
gressively more noisy samples x1,x2, · · · until the entirely
noisy sample xT . Given a schedule of variance, the for-
ward process is a Markov process xt ∼ q (xt|xt−1) =
N

(
xt;

√
1− βtxt−1, βtI

)
, and approximates the posterior.

On the other hand, the reverse process gradually removes
the noise (“denoising”) through a Markov process xt−1 ∼



pθ (xt−1|xt) = N (x;µθ (x, t) ,Σθ((x, t)). As the reverse
process approximates the prior of data x0, it can be used
for generating samples. Note that if βt is small enough,
q (xt|xt−1) would be Gaussian, so we have q (xt|x0) =

N
(
xt;

√
αtx0, (1− αt), I

)
where α =

∏t
s=1 αs and αt =

1 − βt. This means we can approximate q in the follow-
ing way: q (xt−1|xt,x0) = N

(
xt−1; µ̃t (xt,x0) , β̃tI

)
where µ̃t (xt,x0) =

√
αt−1βt

1−αt
x0 +

√
αt(1−αt−1)

1−αt
xt and

β̃t =
1−αt−1

1−αt
βt.

The training in practice has a few notable realizations as
suggested in the DDPM literature (Ho, Jain, and Abbeel
2020; Nichol and Dhariwal 2021). First, the training pro-
cess can sample arbitrary t instead of going from T to 1.
Also, a deep neural network is tasked with predicting the
noise added to x0 from partially corrupted xt, since we have
x0 = 1√

αt

(
xt − βt√

1−αt
ϵ (xt)

)
. We follow the sugges-

tions (Ho, Jain, and Abbeel 2020) that the network should
predict ϵ (xt). Although, it is recommended by (Nichol and
Dhariwal 2021) DDPM can be improved with learned vari-
ance, our empirical findings suggest that the base DDPM
model’s performance is sufficiently robust, and gains from
such modifications could be minimal.

For the network architecture, we train a U-Net (Ron-
neberger, Fischer, and Brox 2015) to predict ϵ (xt) as shown
in Figure 7. The overall network structure is a typical UNet
similar to that of GC-DDPM (Gui et al. 2023). This UNet,
taking xt as the input and predicting the noise ϵ (xt), con-
sists of several blocks that first downsample and then up-
sample. These blocks are connected by skip-connections.
Each block is composed of residual, attention, downsample
and/or upsample layers. To allow controlling of the genera-
tion, we feed the reference image r by concatenating it with
xt. Also, the timestep t, index of x0, and r are injected
through embeddings. After training, we can sample images
by iteratively reducing the noise predicted by the U-Net.

Experiments
Experiment Setup
Dataset For training and inference, we use publicly-
available fonts since they provide a large set of glyphs with
a consistent look. Concretely, we use a wide range of free
fonts in both printed and calligraphy forms, detailed in Ta-
ble 1. During training, we construct glyph pairs by looking
at the the shared glyphs between the two fonts.

Model and Training Details Our network configuration
is detailed as follows: each blocks in Figure 7 has respec-
tively 128, 128, 256, 256, 512, 512, 512, 512, 512, 256, 256,
128, 128 channels respectively in their residual layers. All
embeddings utilized are uniformly set to 512 dimensions.
The network accepts inputs with spatial dimensions of 128
by 128, which are halved in each downsample block, reach-
ing a minimum dimension of 2× 2 pixels at block D.

For training, Noto Serif TC is employed as the reference
font, with all other fonts serving as target fonts for the model

Style # / Form a Font
Serif (Ming/Song) 43062 / P Noto Serif TC
Gothic Typefaces 43098 / P Noto Sans TC
Regular Script b 83534 / P TW-Kai
Serif (Ming/Song) b 83534 / P TW-Sung
Clerical Script 7349 / C AoyagiReisho
Semi-cursive Script 8865 / C KouzanMouhitu
Semi-cursive Script 7360 / C KouzanGyousho
Cursive Script 7741 / C KouzanSousho
Serif (Ming/Song) c 50217 / P Noto Serif Tangut
Serif (Ming/Song) d 22741 / P NomNaTong
a P for Printed From and C for Calligraphy Form.
b CNS 11643 Standard. c Only for Tangut Script.
d Contains CJK, including Chu Nom

Table 1: Fonts we used for training and/or inference. We
focuses on two common types in CJK: typefaces for type-
setting and calligraphy for artistical purpose. All fonts are
open fonts that are free to use.

to learn from. The training process contains 3000 epochs,
and spans a total duration of one week with 16 A100 GPUs.

Overview of Generation Capability
To demonstrate the overall generation capability of our pro-
posed method, we present a matrix of generated results in
Figure 8, featuring a wide range of fonts from Table 1. Our
method applies to both common and rare characters, the lat-
ter not present in the training dataset. Specifically, we us-
ing Noto Serif TC, a Serif (Ming/Song) font as the refer-
ence to generate characters in the desired fonts. These de-
sired fonts include a wide range of styles such as (1) Noto
Sans TC (Gothic Typefaces), (2) TW-Kai (Regular Script),
(3) TW-Sung (Serif (Ming/Song)), along with calligraphy
styles including (4) AoyagiReisho (Clerical Script), (5-6)
KouzanMouhitu and KouzanGyousho (Semi-cursive Script),
(7) KouzanSousho (Cursive Script). The selection of com-
mon characters is based on statistics (Da 2010), while less
common characters are randomly sampled from Unicode
block CJK Unified Ideographs (Unicode 2023), which con-
tains the first batch of 20, 992 CJK characters in Unicode.
It is shown that our proposed method consistently generates
high-quality characters across this diverse range of styles,
which are coherent and recognizable to native speakers.

Converting between Printed and Calligraphy Form
Here we explore the model’s ability to generate printed form
glyphs, focusing on the subtle distinctions found in fine-
grain details. As shown in Figure 9. we demonstrate gener-
ating Gothic typefaces, Regular script and Song/Ming with
different characters: first two are most common characters
from statistics on Classical Chinese, middle two are less
common ones from Unicode block CJK Unified Ideographs,
and last two are extremely rare ones sampled from Unicode
block CJK Unified Ideographs Extension B (Unicode 2023)
that contains 42, 720 characters extremely rare and historical
characters. Our method is capable of accurately generating



Figure 8: Our method generating CJK characters in a wide range of styles. The upper block is very-commonly-used characters,
while the lower block are characters drawn randomly from a collection of less common ones. In each block, we show reference
characters in gray, and generated characters in black. Each row shows different styles our method could generate: they are
respectively (1) Gothic typefaces, (2) Regular script, (3) Song/Ming in a different standard (CNS 11643), (4) Clerical script,
(5-6) two different Semi-cursive scripts and (7) Cursive script. See Table 1 for font data.

characters in a variety of styles, and works for a wide range
of characters uniformly.

Furthermore, we examine our proposed method’s capabil-
ity to produce hand-written style, a significantly more chal-
lenging task due to the considerable differences from typed
fonts. In Figure 9 we showcase the generation of char-
acters in Clerical script, Semi-cursive script and Cursive
script. It is revealed that our method can adeptly produce
characters in calligraphy form, which are markedly distinct

from printed form. This success underscores the model’s ad-
vanced understanding and flexibility, and makes it a potent
tool for generating handwritten character styles for all CJK
characters, a task not done by any human calligrapher yet.

Zero-shot generation to Chinese
Character-inspired Writing Systems
The cultural and historical influence of Sinosphere has lead
to other Chinese Character-inspired writing systems beyond



Figure 9: Generating Printed form. The generated characters
are in black, and three rows show Gothic typefaces, Regular
script, Song/Ming in a different standard (CNS 11643) re-
spectively. First two characters are most common, middle
two less common and final two extremely rare as detailed in
the main text.

Figure 10: Generating the same set of characters in Figure 9
in (4) Clerical script, (5-6) two examples of Semi-cursive
script and (7) Cursive script.

the core CJK (Chinese, Japanese and Korean). Notably,
one such system is Chu Nom (omniglot 2023a), consist-
ing of complex and newly created characters that adhere
to Chinese Character system. Historically, Chu Nom was
used along side Chu Han (Chinese Character) to write Viet-
namese from the 13th to the 20th century. Thanks to sig-
nificant efforts towards its revival, (HNRCV Authors ), we
now have a workable references for Chu Nom in the digital
publishing era, including NomNaTong font used in this pa-
per. Another example is the Tangut script (omniglot 2023b),
created by modelling Chinese Characters loosely and em-
ployed to write the now-extinct Tangut language from the
10th to the 15th century. A great challenge of such scripts is
the extremely limited resource due to lack of active users, as
Vietnamese nowadays is written in Latin-based alphabet and
Tangut language has no living speakers. Two fonts in Table 1
represent almost the entirety of free resources available for
these scripts, and there is neither demand nor resources to
create fonts in other styles for these writing systems.

To bridge this gap, we apply our proposed method to
the setting of zero-shot generation of new styles for these
scripts. Concretely, our method generate regular script

Figure 11: Zero-shot generation of new styles for Chu Nom
(upper block) and Tangut scripts (lower block). Gray char-
acters are reference ones and black characters are generated
by our method in a new style.

based on Ming/Song that is trained only with pairs of data
in CJK. Remarkably, even our proposed method has not
seen these out-of-domain characters, it succeeds in produc-
ing high-quality results in a new style for both Chu Nom and
Tangut scripts.

Model Analysis
Comparison with GAN-based Model
Diffusion models have recently outperformed GAN-based
counterparts in many applications, which have long been the
predominant approach in generative modeling. Our work is
a clear example of this paradigm shift. As shown in Fig-
ure 13, our method could generate characters with visually
higher quality. Crucially, it also succeeds in capturing the
more global structure of the desired style, a task for which
prior models have failed.

Style Interpolation The design of the architecture in our
method allows free interpolation between different styles
through a weighted mixture of data embeddings. As we
show in Figure 12, our method facilitates smooth transi-
tions across different styles (printing or handwriting), and
the same for font weight from Ultra Thin to Bold and the
generated intermediate results are coherent and meaningful.
This capability is particularly helpful for creating stylized
fonts that blend various styles, offering a painlessly pipeline
for all CJK characters.

Performance Study: Diffusion Steps v.s. Quality.
The diffusion model is trained and inferred with discretiza-
tion of time steps from the continuous timespace [0, 1] into
T steps. Although we train the model with a discretiza-
tion of T = 1000 steps, it is suggested (Lu et al. 2022;
Xue et al. 2024) that effective inference can be achieved
with significantly fewer steps. While we do not explicitly
employ techniques to optimize for few-step sampling, ex-
ploring the minimum number of steps required for accurate
generation remains valuable. As shown in Figure 14, five
steps are sufficient and could be treated as feasible approx-
imation. This efficiency allows for generating a character



Figure 12: Interpolation of the same character. Above: in-
terpolating from Gothic typefaces to Regular script (upper
block), then to Semi-cursive script (middle block), then to
Cursive script (lower block). Lower: interpolating from Ul-
tra Thin to Bold. In each block above row shows superfi-
cially mixing character at pixel level and the lower row is
generated by our method.

Reference Target Generated Diff
zi2zi Ours

Generated Diff

Reference Target zi2zi Ours

Figure 13: Comparing our method with zi2zi(Tian 2018).
Ours methods generated characters that are much closer to
the target (compare two “Diff”) and visually more smooth-
ing (compare two “Generated”). Furthermore, in the zoom-
ins below show that our method successfully transfers into
a more global structure in the target style, while zi2zi fails
and instead copies the reference.

in under one second on a T4 GPU, which is considered less
powerful and more suited for inference tasks.

Vectorization of Generated Characters

We finally show the vectorization of generated characters
in Figure 15 using the autotrace tool (Yamato et al. 2020).
This process is necessary since our method produces bitmap
while a font designer would expect a vectorized glyph. The
result is satisfactory. It’s important to note that vectorization
parameters are highly sensitive to specific fonts and must be
carefully adjusted for each font.

2 5 10 25 1000

…

Figure 14: Inference using different number of steps for dif-
fusion. We here show the results with different number of
steps. It could be seen that only the most extreme case of
two steps we may see a visible artifact. We also compare
a wide range of steps by looking at the mean of pixel-wise
matching between them and the result from 1000 steps.

Figure 15: Example of vectorziation. On the left we show
two columns: generated images and vectorized SVG files.
On the right are the visualized SVG paths that shows control
commands, where solid grey lines for Bezier curve and dash
grey lines for moving pen. Painted using SVG Path Visual-
izer (Dutour 2020).

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a diffusion based method that gen-
erates glyph in a wide range of target style from a single
reference glyph. Our experiments show that our model does
well for different styles, making it useful for both font de-
sign and artistical purpose.

Future work directions could include (1) deepening the in-
tegration into font design pipeline, (2) extending to multiple
character typesetting and calligraphy where the interaction
between the characters could be modeled, and (3) more am-
biguously, integrating into powerful text-to-image models to
enable accurate label generation.
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